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Synopsis

Act I: Scenes from Lully’s Armide & Phaëton
Backstage in the dressing room

The players and dancers prepare for a performance for the entertainment of King Louis XIV, singing of his greatness as they do so. Glory and Wisdom debate whether it is Louis’s victories in war or munificence in peace that is more the source of his inestimable majesty. In the end they decide that the King’s glory and wisdom are equally excellent. The players voice their assent: all who behold the King are powerless to resist his domination, and still this subjugation is sublime.

Meanwhile, the King himself has condescended to pop backstage to inspect his players before the show. Wisdom and Glory offer songs to him in thanksgiving; the dancers dance to show their joy. A pair of singers presume to offer a song of their own, which the company must take up for propriety’s sake. The King grows weary of adulation and departs; the company express their embarrassment of being caught unawares by the Sun King. The company finishes in agreement that it is through the King alone that Glory and Wisdom may be united.

The company quickly finish their preparations, praising the kindness and munificence of the King. The curtain closes as the players take their places for the opera.

Act II: Charpentier’s Les Arts Florissants
A salon at Versailles, set as a garden of Versailles

Scene One
Music comforts a troupe of weary Warriors with sweet harmony and encourages the Arts to flourish, now that Discord has been vanquished by Louis XIV. The Warriors are enchanted by the celestial Music which, after the horrible noises of war, is a charming and agreeable change. Some Warriors dance and enact a vision of that past war. The Arts (Poetry, Painting, and Architecture), now flourishing in Peace, offer in turn their comments on their own merits and how they contribute to the glorification of the King. The Warriors are similarly enchanted by this convivial exchange, which banishes their memories of war.
Scene Two
A horrible noise interrupts the peaceable scene; the Arts are frightened and the Warriors all the more so. Discord reappears and speaks of Louis with vulgar malice and curses the peacetime, seeking to conjure up war and enmity again. Under Discord’s influence, the Warriors are possessed by spirits of the Furies and tragically revert to their warring ways.

Scene Three
Peace appears and rebukes Discord, condemning her along with the Furies. Discord retorts that Louis and his subjects will feel the burden of ceaseless labor and innumerable sadness. Peace insists that Discord is powerless to disrupt the idyll which is inherent to Louis’s dominion. Discord is enraged by this affront; and calls down further curses upon Louis. Feeling herself in peril, Peace calls upon Jupiter for aid. He responds from Heaven by casting down thunderbolts which break Discord’s spell. Peace repeats her condemnation of Discord and the Furies, and they are finally banished to Hell in disgrace.

Scene Four
Though Discord has been banished, the effects linger and all is consumed in a cold, dark emptiness. Peace implores first the Sun to come out and warm away the night; then she implores Music and the other Arts to return to console again the warriors. Peace’s entourage dance to show their support.

Scene Five
The Arts and the Warriors are encouraged by Peace’s consoling solicitation and return. They express their thanks in song and dance in a joyful chaconne. Peace offers one final song; her entourage dances. This final consolation raises the Arts and Warriors to a state of ecstasy. They sing a motet in Peace’s honor and pray that Peace will never leave them.

There will be one fifteen-minute intermission. We respectfully request silence in the house during the intermission to allow for the orchestra to retune. Thank you.
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